For test-material the Swedish National Agency of Education generically refers to
the regulation of secrecy according to Chapter 4, Section 3 of the Secrecy Act.
For this material the secrecy is valid until the end of 2011.

NATIONAL TEST
IN MATHEMATICS COURSE A
SPRING 2001
Part I

Instructions
Test period

180 minutes for Part I and Part II as a whole. We recommend
that you use at the most 30 minutes to work with Part I. You
must not use the calculator before you have handed in Part I.

Tools

Formula sheet and ruler.

Part I

Part I is composed of short answer items, which shall be solved
without the use of a calculator. A correct answer gives 1 g-point
(1/0) (Pass level) or 1 vg-point (0/1) (Pass with distinction
level).

Mark limits

The test (Part I + Part II) gives totally at the most 62 points, out
of which 27 vg-points. To pass the test you must have at least
18 points and to get the test character Pass with distinction you
must have at least 35 points out of which at least 13 points on
Pass with distinction level.
Write your name, komvux/study program and school on all
sheets of paper you hand in.

Name: _________________________

School: ________________________

Komvux/study program: _____________________________________________
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1.

Fill in the amount in words.

(1/0)

2.

A

Compare the rectangle with the circles. Which one
of the circles is shaded to an equally large part as
the rectangle? Circle your answer.

3.

C

D

E
(1/0)

Which one of the following expressions can be written
3
as x ? Circle your answer.

3x

4.

B

x6
x2

x!x!x

x+x+x

What is the approximate value of
25

6.

(1/0)

kr

(1/0)

1250

(1/0)

A formula for the calculation of VAT (value-added tax)
is entered into a spreadsheet. What will the cost be
including VAT.

Answer:

5.

x2 + x

2 493 ? Circle your answer.

50

125

40 % of a certain number is 2. Which is the number?
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Answer:

(1/0)
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7.

Which period of time is the shortest? Circle your answer.
3 h 20 min

8.

9.

3.30 h

3

203 min

1
h
2

Write the correct prefix (m, c, d, h or k) at the arrow
in front of the unit m to make the equality true.
Answer: 5.4 !10 "2 m = 5.4

(1/0)

m

(1/0)

The price of a digital video camera that today costs
10 000 kr is expected to decline. The diagram
shows how the price will change if it annually
decreases with 10 % respectively 20 %.
Value

Year

a) What is the price after 4 years if the annual
percentage reduction is 10 %?

Answer:

kr

(1/0)

b) How much longer time would be demanded
to half the price when the annual percentage
reduction is 10 % instead of 20 %?

Answer:

year

(0/1)

10.

You know that a = b + 2. What is then a – 1 ?

Answer: a – 1 =

(0/1)

11.

What is the value of x when equality is true?
Answer:

(0/1)

2 !10 3 !10 2 ! x = 10 7
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12.

The result of a check weigh of prawns is seen in the diagram.
Number of prawns
80
60
40
20
Weight/g

0
3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

Which two of the following statements can with certainty
be found in the diagram?
A. The largest prawn weighs 6.5 g.
B. The number of check weighed prawns can be calculated.
C. There are 20 prawns, which weigh between 3.0 and 4.0 g.
D. The median weight is between 6 and 7 g.

13.

14.

E. The longest prawn costs 11 kr.

Answer:

Write as an equality with symbols
x is 200 more than y.

Answer:

=

(0/1)

The diameter of the half circle is 4.0 cm. What is
the best approximate value for the circumference of
the figure? Circle your answer.

16 cm

15.

(0/1)

12 cm

10 cm

8 cm

6 cm

(0/1)

y = 2x + 3

(0/1)

The table shows the relation between x and y.
x

1

2

4

6

8

y

5

7

11

15

19

Circle the formula that shows the relation between x and y.

y = 5x
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y = x2 + 4
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For test-material the Swedish National Agency of Education generically refers to
the regulation of secrecy according to Chapter 4, Section 3 of the Secrecy Act.
For this material the secrecy is valid until the end of 2011.

NATIONAL TEST
IN MATHEMATICS COURSE A
SPRING 2001
Part II
Instructions
Test period

180 minutes for Part I and Part II as a whole. We recommend
that you reserve at least 50 minutes to work with item 9.

Tools

Calculator, formula sheet and ruler.

Part II

Part II includes nine items. There are three different item 8 of
which you should choose only one.
For most items a single answer is not enough. It is also expected
• that you write down what you do
• that you explain/motivate your reasoning
• that you draw any necessary illustrations.
For some items only an answer is required. They are marked
with, Only answer is required.
After every item is given the maximum mark your solution can
receive. (2/3) means that the item can give 2 g-points (Pass
level) and 3 vg-points (Pass with distinction level).
Items marked with ¤ give you a possibility to show MVGquality (Pass with special distinction quality). This means e g
that you use generalised methods, models and reasoning, that
you analyse your results and account for a clear line of thought
in a correct mathematical language.
Item number 9 is a larger item that demands a longer time to
solve than other items. It is important that you make a try to
solve this item. Below the item is written what the teacher has to
consider at the assessment.

Mark limits

The test (Part I + Part II) gives totally at the most 62 points, out
of which 27 vg-points. To get the test character Pass you must
have at least 18 points and to get the test character Pass with
distinction you must have at least 35 points out of which at least
13 points on Pass with distinction level.
Write your name, adult education/study program and school on
all sheets of paper you hand in.

Name: _________________________

School: ________________________

Adult education/study program: _______________________________________
NpMaA vt 2001
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57.33
95.2 – 63.7

1.

Calculate

Only answer is required.

2.

Jens wants to make 20 hamburgers and counts on every hamburger to contain
80 g of minced meat of beef. How many decilitres of milk will he need for the
burgers? This is how the basic recipe reads:

(1/0)

HAMBURGERS
400 g minced meat of beef
3/4 dl breadcrumbs
2 dl milk
1 egg
1 1/4 tsp salt
1 krm white pepper
(2/0)

3.

The following price list concerns a mobile telephone subscription.
Subscription
Call: Weekdays 07.00–19.00
Call: Other times
Messages (SMS)

65.00 kr/month
5.00 kr/min
0.80 kr/min
2.00 kr/apiece

Anna considers to sign a subscription with this operator and hence makes some
calculations.
a) Anna makes the following calculation: 3! 60 ! 0.80 + 25 ! 2.00 = 194
Describe in everyday language what Anna calculates.

(1/1)

b) Solve the equation: 65.00 + x ! 5.00 = 250

(2/0)

c) What question does Anna want to be able to answer by solving the equation
in example 3b?

(1/1)
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4.

During the late summer in the year 2000 and ahead it rained as never before in
many parts in Sweden. In the diagram below you can see the water level of the
Lake Vänern for the period July 1, 2000 up to December 16, 2000, compared
with the mean water level.

46,0
46.0
45.5
45,5

Aktuellt
Current
vattenstånd
water level

45.0
45,0
44.5
44,5

Mean
Medelwater
level
vattenstånd

44.0
44,0

00-12-16

00-12-02

00-11-18

00-11-04

00-10-21

00-10-07

00-09-23

00-09-09

00-08-26

00-08-12

00-07-29

00-07-15

43,5
43.5
00-07-01

vattenstånd
m ösea
h level
Current Aktuellt
water level,
meters above

Vattenstånd
i meter
över havet
The water
level of the Vänern
Lake Vänern
in meters
above sea level

Date
Datum

5.

a) How much higher than the mean water level was the water level on
November 18? Only answer is required.

(1/0)

b) From the beginning of November until the middle of December the water
level rose relatively uniformly. How much did the water level on an
average rise per day during this period?

(1/1)

c) How high would the water level have been at the turn of the year if the
water had continued to rise at the same pace?

(1/1)

Name three numbers with an average of 7 and the median 5. Motivate your
choice and discuss different possibilities.

(2/1)
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¤

6.

Imagine building stairs of cube-shaped blocks as shown in the figure.

Height: 3 blocks

Height: 2 blocks

a) Copy the table and complete it with the missing values.
Only answer is required.

7.

The height of the stair in number of blocks

2

The total number of blocks in the stair

4

3

4

(1/0)

5

b) How high a stair can be built of 100 blocks? Motivate your answer and
describe in words or with a formula the relation between the number of
blocks and the height of the stair.

(1/2)

¤

Borcello’s pizzeria sells round pizzas in two different sizes but with the same
thickness. The larger pizzas have a radius that is 20 % larger than that of the
small ones. The larger are 25 % more expensive. Which pizza should one buy
if one wants to get as much pizza as possible for the money?

(1/2)

¤
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Item 8 consists of three different items, L8, M8 and A8 of which you should choose
only one. Each item is divided in a, b, c…
Item L8 is primarily addressed to pupils in certain branches/directions within the
Vehicle Engineering Programme (FP) and the Industrial Programme (IP).
Item M8 is primarily addressed to pupils in the Health Care Programme (OP).
Item A8 is addressed to all pupils.
You may decide which one of these items you want to work with. Note! You can
only get marks from one of the different items.
Mark with a cross in the square which one of the items you have chosen.
L8
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choose one

L

8.

choose one

choose one

choose one

Kalle is practising at a steelworks. He has to lift a bunch of square steel bars
with a crane. One bar has the dimension 40 mm × 40 mm × 3 000 mm. He uses
two slings and a lifting angle of 60° . As help for calculations there are tables
(see below). The weight of 1 kg corresponds to 10 N (Newton).

a) How far from each end are the slings to be fastened?

(2/0)

Slings

1) Slings (ropes, chains that indicate the highest
allowed load on 1-part).

b) Find with help of the table the maximum load in the unit kN (kilonewton)
if the slings are marked 10 kN. Only answer is required.
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(1/0)

choose one

choose one

choose one

choose one

Weight table
Square, hexagonal and round bar
Weight in kg/m

c) What is the weight of one square steel bar with the dimension
40 mm × 40 mm × 3 000 mm?

(1/1)

d) How many square steel bars may Kalle at the most take in each lift if the
slings are marked 10 kN and the lifting angle is 60° ?

(1/2)
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choose one

M

8.

choose one

choose one

choose one

For a muscle relaxing medicine given at anaesthesizing before an operation
the valid dosage instructions are as below.
Dosage:
Initial dose: 0.6 mg/kg
Maintenance dose: 0.1–0.2 mg/kg

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

kg

Low dose 0.45 mg/kg

4.5

9

13.5 18

22.5 27

31.5 36

40.5 45

mg

Normal dose 0.6 mg/kg

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

mg

High dose 0.8 mg/kg

8

16

24

32

40

48

56

64

72

80

mg

a) A patient with a weight of 50 kg was given a low dose. How large was the
dose? Only answer is required.

(1/0)

b) During an operation another patient with the weight 70 kg was given an
initial dose and then maintenance doses at four occasions. Investigate how
many mg of the medicine the patient might have got.

(1/1)

c) Some medicines are dosed according to the body surface area. To
determine the body surface of a patient in a simple way a nomogram, as it
is called, is used (see next page). Olle has a weight of 70 kg and is 180 cm
tall. How large body surface area does he have? Only answer is required.

(1/0)

d) Olle’s weight increases with 10 %. With how many percent does his body
surface area then increase?

(2/1)

e) Olle reflects on how large his area increase really is. He “pictures to
himself” the whole increase in the shape of a square. How long will the side
of this be?

(0/1)
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choose one

choose one

choose one

choose one

Nomogram, adults
For the determination of body surface area according to length and weight1
Put a ruler between length and weight. The intersection on the middle line indicates the patient’s body
surface area.
Length
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choose one
8.

choose one

choose one

Erik has decided to start exercising. On the net he finds the following
information.
Air temperature ° C

Loss of fluids
(litre per hour)
Jogger speed

Elite speed

–5

0.3

0.6–1.4

+10

0.6

1.2–1.5

+20

0.9

1.6–2.4

+30

1.1

2.0–2.8

a) How much liquid does Erik have to drink to cover the loss of fluids if he
wants to run for half an hour at jogging speed and the temperature is
pleasant + 20° C? Only answer is required.

Capacity in percent ofi %
theavnormal
Prestationsförmåga
den normala

A

choose one

(1/0)

100
80
60
Elite
Elit

40
20

Motionär
Jogger

0

2

4

6

8

Vätskeförlusten
i %percent
av kroppsvikten
The
loss of fluids in
of the body weight

b) Erik’s sister is an elite runner. After a training session, due to the loss of
fluids, she has lost 5 % of her body weight. How many percent of her
capacity remain? Only answer is required.

(1/0)

c) The brother and sister often train at the same time. Then they run for just as
long time but at different speeds. Investigate how many more percent of
liquid Helena has to drink than Erik does.

(2/1)

d) On a very hot summer’s day Erik jogs for 45 minutes. How much has his
capacity decreased before he has compensated for his loss of fluids? Erik
weighs 70 kg.

(1/2)
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9.

Your task is to compare the areas of some different plane geometrical figures, which
all have the perimeter 24 cm.
Imagine that you have a 24 cm long wire. The wire can be shaped into different plane
geometrical figures. All the wire should be used and form the perimeter of the figure.
All the figures you are to work with will in this way have the same perimeter.

Equilateral triangle
Square
Regular hexagon
At least one more geometrical figure

• First draw the three named figures, put in the measures and calculate the areas of
the figures.
• Compare the areas of the figures.
• Consider which characteristics of the figures that influence the size of the area.
What conclusions do you draw?
• Draw at least one more figure that supports your conclusions. Put in measures and
calculate the area.
• Summarize your investigation.

(6/8)

At the assessment of your work the teacher will consider
• what mathematical knowledge you have shown
• the conclusions you have drawn
• how well you have accounted for your work and carried through
your calculations.
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